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Yes Mr. President, ÿýShame on Staples...ÿý

Toddy Littman, Thursday 12 February 2015 - 21:35:57

Yeah, whatever you do, Barack Hussein Obama, do not be ashamed of your failures...-The death of Aid worker Kayla Mueller-The
death of others by ISIS-The deaths of Ambassador Christopher Stevens, Sean Smith, Tyrone Woods and Glen Doherty-The death of
Border Patrol Agent and Veteran Brian Terry- The death of Border Patrol Agent Jaime Zapata- The rise of ISIS- Losing Yemen- United
Arab Emirates originally pulling out of making airstrikes aimed at halting ISIS advance- Failure to make a deal with Iran in Americaÿýs
and our alliesÿý best interest regarding their nuclear program, so big a failure that the Israeli Prime Minister accepted an invitation to
come to speak to our Congress (where Progressive Democrats can't objectively consider the facts and must ignore them by failing to
appear at the Israeli Prime Minister's Address). Mr. President, if not for your disdain of Benjamin Netanyahu, such that, by domino
effect of the Barack Obama concern for optics (akin to the Obama OCD toward ÿýadverbsÿý and parsed speaking), you place political
operatives in Israel to aid the opposing party against Prime Minister Netanyahu. By all standards, this is an act of interference with the
governance of another nation, identical to the exact reason many of these groups hate us, claiming past American interference in their
internal affairs. But of course President Barack Obama makes an overt affirmation of this previously considered loony conspiratorial
claim by these groups, most of which are islamic and/or Socialist.- Your making claims about the Crusades, as though it was a
one-sided effort, yet, now, and this is the greatest thing you've done, Barack Obama, you expose the truth, that you overtly show you
are so willing to aid and abet the enemy on the basis of your ideological political world view that you cite the Crusades followed up with
a description emphasizing a moral equivalence to ISIS today. The failure, President Obama, is to bifurcate the differences between the
Feudal Era when all power was centralized, when people were mere subjects and had no right to property, and the world today, which
is after America's Founding of a nation with a government governed by a Constitution imposed by her people, the single act that began
the end of Feudalism as a world government order (known as the ÿýAge of Enlightenment,ÿý as opposed to the ÿýDark Agesÿý of the
Crusades). The Age of Enlightenment is that time when America established the fact of Individual Liberty with requisite Private
Property Rights necessary to secure that Liberty. So, Mr. President, understand it is not the centralized power (and thereby
oppression) by Feudalism, that your very Progressive ideas embrace without question, that ISIS opposes today, but Individual Liberty
and Freedom. Mentioning the Crusades is Barack Obama doing all he can for re-distribution ÿýfairnessÿý even for ISIS and, irrespective
of the cost to mankind because he prefers tribes of centralized power fighting over their issues where a ÿýcommunity organizerÿý can
come in and claim to have the solutions, exploiting and centralizing the energy of the controversy as a political issue that, once
legislated, becomes a power of the government. The Progressive end goal is to regress the world to the way and order of the
Crusades, to re-achieve a slave/subject populace to wear the whims of a leader's power as a millstone around their neck. There is no
moral justification for the acts of ISIS, but of course the ÿýlittle Jakarta street kidÿý could never see islam lacking any semblance of
morality (note: there is no ÿýArabicÿý call to prayer, please see
http://web.archive.org/web/20070308125213 regarding Obama touting his
muslim childhood in Jakarta), and that you, Barack Obama, cannot appreciate the actual progress of America as the most stunning
contribution to mankind ever made, belittling the absolutely unparalleled accomplishments by Individual Liberty that have been
achieved in the 200+ years of America's existence. This solely because you are sure America would be better as a ÿýcommunity
[State]ÿý organized with some central cabal (at best) calling the shots, irrespective of Individual Rights, especially choice and Individual
use of there own mind, as though allah forbid. Right, Mr. President?These highlights of the failures by President of the United States
Barack Hussein Obama that we would think he would be ashamed of, establish, ÿýto be clear,ÿý it is not ISIS who wears the blood of
their victims alone, for ISIS would have never reached the point to be claiming nationhood if Barack Obama would have taken action
early, instead of ÿýlead from behind.ÿý Make no mistake, Barack Obama, as the ÿýPassive-Commander-But-Aggressive-Golfer-in-chief,ÿý
wears the blood of everyone who has died at the hands of ISIS on his head, and in perfect sociopath socialist fashion (such as Mao,
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Che, Hitler, the Castro Brothers, Hugo Chavez, etc.) has no guilt, no conscience, no care, and of course no shame.It'd be funny if it
weren't so literally sick and twisted that it is the Liberals, the Progressive Ilk that are obsessed with money while the death march of
Obama's Victims continues. It is the value of life, be it at conception and throughout its course that has been established of inestimable
value since America's institutionalization of Individual Liberty as the premise of right government. These deaths at the hand of ISIS are
their prodding to see if America still values life enough to fight for it. Instead of fighting for life the Liberals go on and on about their
failed healthcare plan, ignoring that it is now known that Obamacare will leave the same amount of Americans uninsured as prior to its
alleged passage (seeHealthcare Process & Legalityÿý An Indictment Of Progressives In Government,
http://changingwind.org/index/news.php?extend.121.12). And, of course, the Progressives propagandize worry about wages and the
erroneous claim ÿýglobal warm...er...climate disru...er...climate changeÿý is the most ÿýexistential threatÿý (see Climate Change,
Democracy, & Slavery, http://changingwind.org/index/news.php?item.273). Aren't all these Progressive displacements to reality, to
genuine existential threats like Iran having nukes and islamic terrorism by ISIS, illustrative that these Liberal talking points are just
ruses, fake, phoney, baloney, and the problem with populist government (democracy)? And with the advent of the Internet and Social
Media, isn't the wrongful ability to repeat a lie enough and it becomes the truth exacerbated? Answer: the whole point of these
Progressive issues is a centralization of power through influence, especially pleas to the emotion. As the number of leaders of any
nation and their military is still miniscule to their entire population, these things are about power, the power of voluntarism invoked by
playing around the edges of Altruism, of willing sacrifice due to overwhelming emotional effect, be it anger over low wages, or jealousy
of those who have more, or fear that the end of the world is coming, all tools to be used by government to achieve voluntary
subjugation of the population ÿý an abuse of power that uses the fact that most of the population rightfully has a conscience, as well as
rightfully has pride, that can be manipulated, usually against each other, dividing a person, and thereby all the people, from the inside
out. A double-minded populace who accept their role is one of sacrifice in bondage under the institutional slavery of altruism,
especially when imposed by government as a mandate/edict by those elected by the people. Progressive and unconstitutional
government doesn't care if the Individual is without knowledge of any real value of who they are as Americans, what they have as their
means of securing their Freedom, and that people see their own achievements as the challenge to surpass and that the People are
without any duty to appease government's designs to take what they can for the sake of political pockets. To be sure, we should not
be surprised a government would do this after Christ went, knowingly and intentionally, to be crucified as The Last Sacrifice, and God
resurrected him to make that point ÿý the exercise well illustrating the oppression of Roman ÿýDemocracyÿý and the people's reversion
into tribalism as a reflex of survival under Democracy enforced by a Caesar who is enforcer and judge all at the same time (i.e
Sadducees & Pharisees, similar to sunni and shia in islam)Oh yes, I ramble, or so it appears... Read, learn, and discover your moral
authority in Individual Liberty, why Capitalism and Private Property Rights guarantee Freedom, and why it is by enforcement of our
Constitution upon government alone that Individual Liberty is preserved.Thank you for your time, for sharing and reading this, God
Bless you,Toddy LittmanP.S. Though the UN will ÿýflap its dressÿý about the fact more muslims are being killed by ISIS than anyone
else, and, so too, will President Obama mention this to justify not getting very involved, as though it is the number of deaths that
should motivate a government, and implying that if most of the deaths by ISIS were Americans he'd be acting, all of which is a
fallacious argument. The simple fact is that an American is far more valuable by the American People's standard which is built on
Freedom of Association than any other and that is because we aren't raised to be political, tribal, or ÿýreligious doctrineÿý (mystical
dogma/propaganda superstition) divided from birth. No, instead Barack Obama sets a standard for number of deaths, that says we
don't care about the deaths of those who are American Citizens, citizens of our allies, our friends, and/or our trading partners, and tells
the enemy, tells ISIS, that they have a license to hurt America indirectly, and that a few American deaths will be permitted without
incident. Expatriate if you're not incensed about this.

